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New energy transforming Avondale
By John Subritzky

Avondale’s first tower crane stands
sentry over Mainstreet as an
indisputable sign of change.
Indeed, there is a massive wave of
investment coming that is still largely
invisible as you walk through town,
but change is now unstoppable and is
roaring in like a freight train. Millions of
dollars of public and private money will
kick the transformation of Avondale into
a higher gear. These projects will deliver
a new library and community centre,
new retail spaces, and apartments on
Mainstreet. There will be an entire new
community of hundreds of apartment
dwellers in the centre of town.
Walking through town today, these
changes are still mainly just hinted
at. Unlike many other centres, shop
vacancy rates are low although it does
have four two-dollar shops filling the
gaps. It is easy to look at these shops
and not see the future.
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Avondale is also a creative centre.
It is astounding how many arts and
media people call this home. There is a
pulsating vibrancy that has risen up and
broken through the surface. Crescendo,
a music based social organisation
for youth, gave their seal of approval
with their move to the centre of town.
A leader in showcasing the creative
energy is Dayne Smith who pioneered I
Love Avondale. Dayne worked through
many social initiatives since 2014 and
he recently took on a community
development role with Kāinga Ora.
In 2017, Dayne recognised that Avondale
needed a change in leadership and that
the Avondale Business Association
(ABA) was the major player that set the
tone of the town. Along with others, he
encouraged Marcus Amosa to stand for
election as Chair of the ABA. It seemed
like a big win when Marcus was elected
at the business association AGM three
years ago over incumbent Duncan
McDonald, but it was a hollow victory;
Marcus had no allies on the ABA board.
Nobody could have anticipated the yearlong stalemate that ensued. Marcus
had no former board experience and he
struggled to chair a board where everyone
was against him. The fine print of the ABA
rules was examined and it was claimed
that Marcus was ineligible because he
was not a business or property owner
in the Business Improvement District
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(BID) area. Marcus was trespassed from
the ABA office (located inside Duncan’s
shop). Handover of the ABA records
was refused. Eventually Auckland
Council froze the ABA funding from BID
special rates while the ABA financial
records were audited due to suspected
irregularities.
An important insight is that the election
of Marcus as Chair of ABA was part of a
sea change of leadership in the Whau.
Marcus’s brother, Fasitua Amosa, was
later elected to the Whau Local Board
(WLB). Also challenging the status quo
was Tracy Mulholland, first at the WLB
and then by defeating Ross Clow as
Councillor. A group of people had become
friends as they worked together over
the decades as local board members,
councillors,
business
association
representatives and elected members
to the Trusts. Duncan McDonald was
part of this group that included Paul and
Kathy Davies, Derek Battersby, Catherine
Farmer, and Ross Clow. The transition of
various powers from this group to a new
generation is now well underway.
Under Duncan’s leadership, the ABA
oversaw the installation of the yellow
brick pavements, uniform green signage
for shops, under-shop awning lighting,
and rubbish and graffiti removal. The
most celebrated achievement was
installation of Dale the spider in the town
centre. On the downside, they opposed
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applauded by Council for their reporting
and held up as an example of excellence
to the 49 other Auckland BIDs.
Although the previous administration
had made a change to the constitution
to stipulate that the chair be offered a
$5,000 annual allowance for the chair,
Marcus believes that it is important that
he sends a strong message that he is a
volunteer like everyone else and does
not accept the allowance.
The ABA business plan has these key
performance indicators:
•M
 aintain a culture of “Best Practice”
governance
•M
 ember Communications and
Engagement
•P
 romotions, Events, and Street
Activation

Avondale Business Association photography project promotes local businesses.

activation of the old 3 guys site for
community use as a youth zone/artpark
and the new pavers became known as
the “slippery bricks” after multiple people
suffered falls when the bricks were wet.
The green signage has aged and now it
has mostly been removed.
During his year in the ABA wilderness,
Marcus kept focused on his future strategy.
His time in the army with NZDF has trained
him to be 100% mission focussed to
achieve objectives. The strategic overview
is like looking down from the air. He had
to deal with the frustration of having 12
months delay to his tactical response with
the ABA on the ground, where you need
to move quickly. As a combat veteran of
Afghanistan, Marcus knows that strategy
and tactics determine outcomes. The
second AGM of the ABA where Marcus
stood again was completely different. He
was once again elected Chair, but this
time he was backed by a full ticket of allied
board members.
The new team hit the ground running but
there was a huge amount to do behind

the scenes to lay the groundwork for
change. Although the existing bar was
set low, it takes an enormous amount of
energy to create enough momentum for
visible change. The board members were
dedicated, skilful and keen but there was
a huge backlog of governance issues
to navigate. It took time for Council to
complete its audit and release the BID
funds that had been frozen.
The new ABA board got governance
consultancy from Claire Siddens
(Auckland Council) and advisors Grant
Hewison and Steve McDowell. They
were starting with a clean slate to set
up systems, policy, and implementation.
Subcommittees tackled specific tasks.
There was full attendance at board
meetings as the new team showed a
strong desire to work together effectively.
Cynthia Crosse joined the team as
part time manager. Marcus, Cynthia,
and Treasurer Pirie Brown worked so
diligently that Auckland Council now
holds ABA up as a model for a culture of
“best practice” governance. They were

• I mprove Avondale’s attractiveness for
users and visitors
•S
 trengthen relationships with
stakeholders
The granular details under each of these
objectives is impressive. Even more so is
the progress that has been achieved in a
short timeframe on so many fronts.
A simple thing like an accurate database
of BID business and property owners
had to be built. This has enabled regular
communication with members, proven
especially important as they navigated
the COVID-19 lockdowns.
Promotion of local business is the core
function of any BID. The ABA has done
this with imagination and style. One
simple way to showcase businesses
online and in social media has been
to employ a local, world-renowned
photographer to get images of owners
and staff in front of their shops. This
has been one type of content used on
the ABA website, social channels and in
the new Mainstreet magazine. Cynthia
has also helped members to set up their
own social media accounts to give them
a presence online.
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Demand for food parcels accelerates

By John Subritzky

More people are lacking adequate
income to make ends meet. Inflation including accommodation costs - and
the COVID-19 lockdown have taken
their toll. Now some are losing their
jobs with the vaccine mandates.
Foodbanks across Auckland are run by
volunteers, with some paid leadership.
It is usually a labour-intensive effort
involving a lot of logistics. Food is
collected from multiple sources. Then
the volunteers come to sort and pack
the boxes, ready for people to pick up.
Some boxes have to be delivered to
people who have no transport. When
Beacon Community News called on a
foodbank that was filling 150 cartons,
there were 20 volunteers working for
three hours to get the task completed.
Foodbanks are now part of the
community
landscape.
Retailers,
wholesalers, and manufacturers donate
food that is getting close to expiry
dates, reducing food waste. Donors
provide cash to purchase items that
are not available otherwise. Sometimes
Auckland Council and Government
agencies will provide crucial backup
support to enable food banks to
continue.
Fair Food in Rosebank Rd is a major
link between food suppliers and food
banks. In October, they distributed 102
tonnes of food to 35 other charities for
distribution. They estimate that this
reduced carbon emissions by 79,988kgs.
Food that cannot be saved is sent off as
animal feed. With lots of food, comes lots
of plastic. Fair Food has partnered with
Future Post in Waiuku, who make nontoxic fence posts and garden planter
boxes from recycled plastic.
Another big organisation is Visionwest –
Pātaka Kai. They are currently providing
about 800 boxes of food per week. They
have experienced a huge increase in
demand, with 8,650 parcels distributed
in Sept/Oct. This almost equalled the
8,792 parcels distributed for the whole
of 2020!
Adam is one of the two of their
volunteers that are among the 100 Local
Medallists for the Local Hero of the Year
Award Te Pou Toko o te Tau. Adam starts
his days bright and early, volunteering

Boxes of food packed and ready for distribution.

each morning at Visionwest foodbank.
The youth worker arrives every weekday
at 6.45am and does much of the heavy
lifting needed to run the foodbank before
starting his day job at 9am. Adam began
volunteering with Visionwest during
the first Covid-19 lockdown and never
stopped. At the end of his workday, he
returns to the foodbank for another
afternoon shift. Adam’s extraordinary
contribution comes on top of his job
helping rangatahi living on the streets.
Through his dedication, energy, and
kindness he has helped feed more than
1,000 families in the last year.
Feed the Streets, now part of Kai
Avondale, is a familiar part of the
Avondale community. It is part of the I
Love Avondale organisation. The team
providing regular dinners for those in
need, and a food bank, is headed by
local identity Anne Riley. Anne says, “At
Kai Avondale we have seen an increase
in demand of over 100% since June
2021. We are assisting many people
who have had work hours reduced and
lost jobs during this current lockdown.
With price increases especially around
grocery items it is making it harder for
the average families to make ends meet.
This lockdown has seen more people
needing assistance who have jobs.”
Glenavon Community Hub is a small food
bank focused on its local community.

It is referral based, responding to
needs identified through local schools,
community hubs and Kāinga Ora. There
is a lot of Kāinga Ora housing in the
hub’s area, so they work closely with
the ministry in identifying and assisting
people who need help. It is part of the
new direction of Kāinga Ora to widen its
social services beyond accommodation
only.
During the Covid lockdown, Glen Avon
Hub was unable to work from its base in
the grounds of Glenavon School, so they
temporarily combined their efforts with
the Blockhouse Bay Baptist Food Bank
and worked from the church site. They
have seen demand increase recently
and now interact with about 60 families
a week. Led by Eva Wongchiu, they
proactively listen for opportunities to
find other ways to help families.
This might be introducing people to
other services or assisting them find
employment by helping them with
writing CVs. Sometimes, Eva asks them
“If the food bank is not here tomorrow,
what will you do then?” This opens the
conversation to find other ways forward.
Many people in our community are
volunteering their time to food banks as
a practical way to help others who are
facing overwhelming needs. It really is
community in action.
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Council resists proposed intensification
The Resource Management (Enabling
Housing Supply) Amendment Bill
came to the agenda of the Planning
Committee on Thursday 4 November.
The Council is very concerned that the
proposed building standards in the Bill
would produce poor built outcomes
for individual sites, neighbouring sites,
and for neighbours. Auckland Council is
proposing replacement and additional
standards to ensure both the desired
intensification outcome and a higher
quality built form.
In essence, once the Mixed Density
Residential Standards are implemented,
Council is wanting the opportunity to
make further refinements to standards
to see that more housing is made
available to Aucklanders at a higher
quality than what is being originally
proposed.

Age-friendly Auckland

Auckland Council have officially
committed to adopting the Tāmaki

Tauawhi Kaumātua - Age-friendly Tāmaki
Makaurau / Auckland Action Plan.
This region-wide, cross-sector plan
recognizes that older people experience
barriers to participation across all areas
of life, and seeks to improve the agefriendliness of Auckland’s environment,
infrastructure, and services now and in
the future.
The plan’s framework is uniquely
designed to reflect our bicultural
foundations, combining WHO domains
with Te Whare Tapa Whā – a Māori
wellbeing framework and te ao Māori
values.

Have Your Say!
I would like to reiterate to all Beacon
readers that it is important to have your
say with your Councillor.
Auckland councillors usually hold
“Have Your Say” events and Constituent
Community Clinics in person, but of
course these were cancelled during

lockdown. However, you can still contact
your Ward Councillor regarding various
community and council-related issues.
If you would like to bring anything to my
attention, or have tried contacting the
Auckland Council contact centre but
are unsure of where to go from there, I
am more than happy to have a “Zoom” or
face-to-face meeting.
You can contact me via email on tracy.
mulholland@aucklandcouncil.govt.nz

Tracy Mulholland
Whau Ward Councillor

KIDS
DRESS-UP

COMPETITION
(online and in person)

See www.newlynnbusinessassociation.net.nz for details and terms & conditions

NEW LYNN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

10am to 12pm
Saturday 11th December 2021
Memorial Square, New Lynn
Free Entertainment, Santa
...and more!

ON-LINE EVENT

On-Line competition runs from
Wednesday 1st December
to Sunday 12th December 2021
To enter visit www.facebook.com/
NewLynnBusinessAssociation

PO BOX 15456, New Lynn, Auckland 0640
email newlynnbid@gmail.com
www.newlynnbusinessassociation.net.nz

3 Fabulous
CHRISTMAS
HAMPER
GIVEAWAYS

NEW LYNN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

IN-PERSON EVENT

WANT TO KNOW MORE
facebook.com/
newlynnbusinessassociation

To enter just
spend $10 at any
participating NLBA
member business
between Tuesday
23 November
and Monday 20
December 2021*
*Conditions apply, see conditions for entry on reverse.

PO BOX 15456, New Lynn, Auckland 0640
email newlynnbid@gmail.com
www.newlynnbusinessassociation.net.nz

WANT TO KNOW MORE
facebook.com/
newlynnbusinessassociation
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Auckland International College to close in 2023
The Blockhouse Bay community was
shocked by the announcement that
Auckland International College (AIC) will
be closing as a result of the uncertainty
posed by New Zealand’s Covid-19
pandemic response. AIC students have
been part of life in the village since the
college opened in the Bay on the former
Hilltop School site.
New Zealand’s only school exclusively
dedicated to providing the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Programme
(IBDP), AIC was founded in 2003 for
international and domestic students
and has enjoyed unparalleled academic
success.
The impact of travel restrictions and
ongoing lockdown measures, has seen
the current roll fall to 136 students
across Years 11 to 13. And, the school’s
future ability to continue to attract
students has been severely impacted.
The AIC Council said that the school
would remain open until June 2023 to
enable current Year 12 and 13 students
to complete the two-year IBDP.
AIC Council Chair, Nigel Burton said that
in making the decision, their focus has
been on ensuring current students are
not negatively impacted.

Auckland International College.

“It is a matter of integrity for us to
ensure that our students can complete
their two-year IBDP uninterrupted and
without distraction,” he said.
Teaching staff will be incentivised to
remain at the school until after the
official closing, including assisting
2023 graduates with their university
applications, and will receive generous
redundancy allowances.
AIC has been a private education
success story for New Zealand, providing
a genuine global pathway for domestic
and
international
students.
The
school has earned a global reputation
for academic excellence, including
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achieving a 100% IBDP student pass rate
in 2021. AIC students have been offered
admission to nine of the world’s top 10
universities as ranked by the Times
Educational Supplement (TES).
“We’re deeply saddened to be closing
our doors. We have enjoyed developing
a wonderful, engaged community
where
dedicated
and
talented
teachers have helped students
achieve the highest levels of academic
success. The closure of Auckland
International College is a genuine loss
to New Zealand from an educational,
economic and cultural exchange
perspective,” Nigel Burton said.
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Blockhouse Bay Roundabout Improvements
Proposal outcome

In December 2020, Auckland Transport
(AT) and the Whau Local Board proposed
to make changes to the Blockhouse
Bay Roundabout. The purpose was
to improve safety for people walking,
cycling, and driving in the area as part of
the Community Safety Fund.
600 responses were received from the
community on this proposal. 92% either
did not support the proposal or they
wanted changes made, and only 8%
supported the proposed designs. AT
reviewed all feedback submissions and
have decided the proposed roundabout
improvements will not go ahead.

What happens next?

AT and the Whau Local Board want to
create an engagement programme,
working with the community, to
adjust designs for the Blockhouse Bay
Roundabout. The Local Board plan to
host workshops in 2022 and will invite
key representatives from community

Blockhouse Bay roundabout. Photo: Beacon.

and business groups to contribute to
these Local Board-led sessions.
AT and the Whau Local board look
forward to working with members of the
community, who offer local knowledge
and perspectives, to improve safety and
congestion in the area.

“This will be an opportunity to work
alongside different sections of the
community, to reach a common
outcome and supported solution. We
look forward to being able to work
together on this.” Kay Thomas, Whau
Local Board Chairperson.

Trusts Licensing Petition Falls Short
West Auckland Licensing Trust Action
Group (WALTAG) has failed in its bid
to force a poll on the monopoly in the
sale of liquor in off license premises
and taverns in Trust controlled parts of
West Auckland.
WALTAG volunteers spent several years
collecting over 38,000 signatures for
their petition to the Waitākere Licensing
Trust. The scrutineer found that it
was 934 short of the 16,910 required
to trigger a referendum. Insufficient
signatures could be matched with the
electoral roll.
While such a huge discrepancy seems
unlikely, contributing factors included:
People who shop in the licensing area
but don’t live there, so not qualifying as
they are not on the relevant electoral
roll, duplicate signatures, incomplete
details, and illegible signatures.
WALTAG can’t just find the extra
signatures needed, they would need to
start again with a whole new petition.

“We accept it, but it is a surprise, and
we wouldn’t have handed it in if we
had not been confident,” said WALTAG
spokesman, Nick Smale.
Linda Cooper, President of the Waitākere
Licensing Trust, says despite the
shortfall in petition signatures the Trusts
have taken on board feedback from this
sector of the community.
“We want to acknowledge the hard work
undertaken by the petition organisers
over recent years and the passion they
have shown for their community.”
Allan Pollard, who became the trust
chief executive less than two years ago,
said about the petition “It was a strong
effort, that has to be recognised.”
Regarding the future direction of the
Trusts, he said “We know we have got
work to do.”
The Trusts still enjoy significant
community support and there is concern
that losing their monopoly would
result in less support for community

organisations. There is also the worry
about proliferation of liquor stores if The
Trusts were to change their status.
Allan is the new face of The Trusts and
is steering the organisation in a changed
direction. Part of that is the hybrid model
where four stores are being converted to
Liquorland franchises, while still being
operated by The Trusts. These stores
will carry the same product range at
the same prices as other Liquorland
stores. This is one of the initiatives being
introduced to modernise The Trusts.
At the last election, two WALTAG
representatives were elected onto Trust
boards. Under their OIA requests, more
information has become public leading
to greater transparency from The Trusts
than ever before. If WALTAG was to start
a new petition now, it would be from a
weaker position than several years ago
as the Trusts have moved to address
some of the issues that WALTAG
campaigned on previously.
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Central’s Tips December 2021
Feed autumn fruiting plants, cover the berry crops with bird netting, plant sunflowers
and pot up herbs as Christmas presents. Do a weed clean up before Christmas, perfect
time to mulch the garden, take care of potted plants if you’re going on holiday.

In the Edible Garden

The rest of the Garden

• Autumn fruiting plants such as feijoas,
passionfruit and tamarillos all need fertilising
now, then add a layer of mulch

• With the garden recovering from a wet spring
take advantage of still-moist soil and mulch.
Warmer, drier weather will encourage new growth
and mulching will have the added advantage of
supressing weeds

• Place bird netting over strawberries, raspberries,
and blueberries before they ripen, or else the
birds will demolish the crop!
• Leeks can be planted now. Separate them
out, trim half the green part off and drop them
into holes about 5cm deep. Don’t fill in with
soil because they need to thicken outwards gradually the soil will surround them
• Lettuces and herbs that have ‘bolted’ and gone
to seed may be doing a service in the vegetable
patch – their flowers will attract bees and other
beneficial insects, so leave a few in place

• Install a birdbath or large bowl as a decorative yet
functional garden feature: keep it topped with water
to help thirsty birds get through the summer heat
• Permanent Christmas tree: The NZ pohutukawa
makes an excellent alternative to the exotic
varieties that are sold at roadside stalls this
month. It will live in a pot for many years

• Last chance to throw some sunflower seeds in

• Going on holiday? Move pots into a semi-shaded
area to avoid them drying out. With large pots
that cannot be moved, gently fork water storage
crystals into the potting mix, then water deeply
and top with mulch

• Control pests organically by making your own
deterrent sprays – there are plenty of recipes
available on-line – just remember to spray at the
end of the day out of direct sunlight, as the bees
are less likely to be on the plants

• Get the more rapacious weeds under control: dig
out onion weed by the bulb, untangle and spray or
pull out convolvulus, trim ivy off trunks of prized
trees, spray or weed patio areas, so they look neat
for the summer days outdoors

Christmas at your place?
Get your outdoors sorted with mulch, pebbles and pavers from
Central Landscape Supplies. We’ve got the products and the
knowledge to help you have a very merry ‘outdoor’ Christmas.
Visit our website for our Christmas hours.

Central Landscape Supplies Avondale
Open 7 days • 09 828 5533
419 Rosebank Rd, Avondale, Auckland
avondale@centrallandscapes.co.nz
www.centrallandscapes.co.nz
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“IT’S THE BEST
THING WE DID
IN OUR LIFE”

As Jagdish and Valerie near their
first anniversary of living at Murray
Halberg Retirement Village, they
grow increasingly thankful that they
made the big move.
The contrasting experience
of last year’s lockdown spent
in their large family home of 45
years compared with in their twobedroomed apartment in the in the
Lynfield village has underlined that
feeling even more.
“There’s a vast difference,” says
Jagdish. “We feel a lot safer and we
don’t feel lonely.
“For our safety and wellbeing,
after coming here, it’s the best
thing we did in our life.”
He adds: “I feel quite energised
and happy - sometimes I reflect and
I wish we had done it earlier!”
The couple were particularly
touched by the twice-weekly
deliveries organised by the village
team – one including bread, milk
and biscuits, and the other a Happy
Hour in a bag, personalised for
them as a non-alcoholic soft drink
and snack.
“It’s the sort of thing that makes
you feel that you’re well looked
after and taken care of, like we’re
one big family, and it means a lot to

ENJOY THE

rewards

ADVERTISEMENT

Jagdish and Valerie love being part of the Ryman family

people like us at our age, especially
those that can no longer drive.”
Before lockdown restrictions
were put in place, the couple had
been getting the most out of village
life, making new friends at every
turn on regular walks around the
grounds and in the village centre.
They also reconnected with old
friends they had known from their
dairy business in Blockhouse Bay
and Jagdish’s former job at NZ Post
Office, later Telecom.
“We spent a lot of time in the
village centre, going to the café and
we used to have a lot of our meals
and lunches over there.
“Both Val and I enjoy meeting
people and it was a great way to
increase our network of people
we know in the village. So we have
settled in very well.”
Jagdish says they would also
enjoy the weekly Happy Hour get-

togethers in the village lounge,
forming a great group of residents
they met through their next-door
neighbour.
A huge amount of stress was
lifted just by simply not having to
worry about the upkeep of the
house and garden anymore which
Jagdish says has enriched their
lives even further.
“It means I can devote that time
to Val and we can do things now
that we couldn’t do before.”
Their moving to the village
has made their four children
happier too!
“They’re happy because they see
how happy we are and how much
support we’re getting, and they’ve
noticed we have made friends and
people talk to us.”
He adds: “We couldn’t be in
any better place than where we
are now.”

You’ve worked hard, saved hard and looked after the place – and
you’ve watched your nest egg grow. Now you owe it to yourself to
enjoy the rewards. You can capitalise on the value you’ve gained,
fix your costs, and enjoy all the benefits of Ryman village living.
We have a range of brand-new apartments to choose from – right
in the heart of a supportive community. And your weekly fee won’t
change no matter how long you live in your apartment, with rates,
house insurance and maintenance all included.
Call Taryn or Lucy to learn more
about our wonderful village.

MURRAY HALBERG VILLAGE
11 Commodore Drive, Lynfield, 09 627 2727
rymanhealthcare.co.nz
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Reconnecting with family and friends this summer
We’ve all worked incredibly hard over
the past few months to keep ourselves
and the rest of New Zealand safe. It has
been incredibly tough going but we can
now look ahead to a new phase in our
response which will allow us to enjoy a
safe summer reconnecting with loved
ones across the motu.
Our approach so far has served us well.
We’re entering this new phase better
placed than many other countries,
with high vaccination rates, a strong
economy, and fewer hospitalisations
and deaths. Many countries that
recently removed restrictions are now
putting them back in place as they face
a surge in fourth and fifth waves.
Cabinet has confirmed that we will
move to the COVID-19 Protection
Framework at 11.59pm on Thursday 2
December, making Friday 3 December
the first day the traffic light system will
be operationalised. Here in Auckland,

we’ll initially move into the Red setting of
the new framework. When that happens,
you’ll need proof of vaccination so you
can do many of the things you love – like
going out to bars and restaurants, getting
a haircut, or working out at the gym.
If
you’re
fully
vaccinated,
visit
mycovidrecord.health.nz and request
your Vaccine Pass or call 0800 222 478.
It’s very easy and I don’t want anyone in
the New Lynn electorate to miss out. 90%
of those living in the Auckland DHB have
had both doses of the vaccine. That is an
amazing response, and I thank all of you
who have stepped up.
The Auckland boundary will be opening
on 15 December, so we can reconnect
with loved ones. Until 17 January,
travellers with a valid vaccination pass
or negative pre-departure test will be
able to cross the Auckland boundary for
any reason. This safety net will reduce
spread and allow us to safely spend

our summer holidays with family and
friends. After this, there will no longer be
a boundary in place around Auckland.
I wish you all a wonderful and safe
Christmas and New Year as you connect
with your loved ones over summer.

Deborah Russell, MP for New Lynn

BirdCare
Aotearoa
Loans made simple.
My service
comes at
no cost
to you.

With your generous support,
we give wild birds a second
chance at life.

Professional care and
rehabilitation for all wild birds
Education and training

Dr Deborah Russell

Community events

MP for New Lynn

09 820 6245
newlynn.mp@parliament.govt.nz
PO Box 151 111, New Lynn, Auckland 0640
/DeborahRussellLabour
@beefaerie

Prateek Malhotra
Mortgage Adviser
Ph 021 424 119

Authorised by Deborah Russell MP, Parliament Buildings, Wellington

prateek.malhotra@loanmarket.co.nz
loanmarket.co.nz/prateek-malhotra

Follow us to stay updated:

f

https://www.facebook.com/BirdCareAotearoa
https://www.instagram.com/birdcareaotearoa/
https://birdcareaotearoa.org.nz/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC3Oli2jy0aTGL7ncudIaOtA
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Te Whau Pathway consultation now open
Aucklanders are being invited to have
their say on the design of Te Whau
Pathway, as the project takes its next
steps following Resource Consent
being granted in 2020.
The pathway, being built in stages, will link
the Waitematā and Manukau harbours.
When complete, it will improve access
to the Whau River and create new offroad walking and cycling connections
for commuting and recreation.
Consultation is open for feedback on
the pathway design and the locations of
play areas, access points, and rest areas
along the pathway.
Tony Miguel, Whau Coastal Walkway
Environmental Trust Chair says that this
marks a real milestone in the process.
“For many people, seeing the completed
pathway will be a dream come true,” he
says. “There has been an enormous
amount of hard work done to get the
pathway to this point, and it is fantastic to
see how the path could potentially look”.
Auckland Council and the Trust want to
encourage people to get involved and
have their say when the consultation
opens. This project will be a generational
transformation, opening the Whau
River and connecting communities
in a way that hasn’t been possible for
generations.
“Without doubt it will become one of the
jewels in Auckland’s crown and when
complete will attract people from all
over New Zealand to come and enjoy
the pathway”, says Tony.

T: 09 826 3937
M: 027 404 0129
19 Cutler Street, New Lynn, Auckland.

Reggis Rego

CA, CPP, MBA, BCom.

reggis.ca@gmail.com
www.bizaide.co.nz
Tax returns - Income Tax, GST, FBT.
Accounting - Cost & Management.
Business Advisory Services.

“The key to that enjoyment will be the
places along the path for people to stop
and enjoy the scenery, the places people
are able to play and access points to
the path from the existing transport
network. This is why this consultation is
so important.”
On behalf of the Trust, Tony would like
to thank the New Zealand Government,
Auckland Council, the Whau and
Henderson-Massey Local Boards, Auckland
Transport and The Trusts Community
Foundation (TTCF) whose funding has
enabled the project to progress.
The consultation is open from 22
November until 20 December, and you
can provide feedback in a number of ways:
1) Social Pinpoint – add comments to
an online interactive map or talk with
a Chatbox at tewhaupathway.org.nz
2) O
 nline feedback form at
akhaveyoursay.aucklandcouncil.govt.
nz/te-whau-pathway

Te Whau Pathway at Archibald Park.

3) Email tewhaupathway@
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz
There is also a webinar taking place on
2 December 2021 from 5:45 to 7:15pm
through the app “Microsoft Teams”.
You will be able to hear more about the
project and proposed designs and ask
questions. Visit tewhaupathway.org.nz
to find out more.
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The Trusts support
the schools in our
community.

Find out more at thetrusts.co.nz
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The ins and outs of revoking reserve status
Revoking reserve status creates a lot of
disquiet in our community. Whau Local
Board members share this uneasiness
and last year revoked a resolution by the
previous local board to remove reserve
status from Saunders Reserve, Avondale.
Also of concern is the reserve status
of Davern Lane Reserve in New Lynn.
If reserve status is revoked, Auckland
Council can sell the site and Davern
residents will lose a valuable green space
containing mature native trees.
I am waiting to voice the board’s
opposition to this revocation at two
hearings, one on Plan Change 60 which
would enable the revocation and one
on the actual revocation. Both hearings
have been delayed because of lockdown.
But sometimes reserve status can be
revoked for constructive purposes. At
our October business meeting Whau
Local Board members voted to revoke
the reserve status for land affected
around the proposed Avondale Library
and Community Hub building. Reserve
status limits commercial activities from
taking place on site. We voted for the
status of the land to change so a wider

Davern Lane Reserve. Photo: Lisa Kachappilly.

range of activities at and around the
new facility are available for residents.
The kind of commercial activities
board members are thinking of include
markets and coffee and food carts.
The land will continue to be held in
Auckland Council ownership under the
Local Government Act 2022, but as a
safeguard against future privatisation
the board passed the following
recommendation: “that the Whau Local
Board is approving this revocation of
reserve status in the spirit of enabling
community access and opportunities,

with the explicit intention that the land
remain in public ownership and control
for the benefit of current and future local
residents for recreational use.”
The revocation is now open for public
consultation with submissions closing on
16th December 2021. You can find more
information on lodging a submission at:
https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
have-your-say/public-notices/Pages/
proposed-reserve-revocation-part-195955-great-north-road-avondale.aspx

Kay Thomas
Whau Local Board Chair

New Lynn to Avondale Shared Path

Recently the steel work was put in place for the Boardwalk and connection from Blockhouse Bay Road down, and through
to Avondale Station. The graceful curve and gentle gradient of the shiny new steelwork promises an easy climb up to
Blockhouse Bay Road. A closure of St Georges Rd allowed the rapid completion of a new off road bike path, plus the raised
table pedestrian crossing of the road.
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MOVIE REVIEWS

by Geoff Horne

The Harder They Fall
Movie Review #4876

And you could be forgiven for thinking
all I do is watch movies; if I could make
a living at it I would.
This is a modern-day Tarantino-esque
western on Netflix in the vein of Kill Bill
and Django Unchained, but without
the comedic bits of the latter. Which
means we’re pretty much left with just
the violent bits and there are plenty,
including beatings, shootings, slicings,
explodings and various other bits of
other hapless mayhem.
Amongst it all though, is a reasonably
good story that jaunts along without
being overly complicated, and we

just know there’s a secret twist to be
revealed at the end. Basically, young
boy wronged grows up to track down
and mete out vengeance on he who
wronged, gathering a host of rather
colourful characters along the way.
Idris Elba is probably the best-known
name in the cast, playing a nasty bad
guy. The other names I don’t recognise
apart from Damon Wayans Jr who
looks exactly like his old man. Good
performances all round with a script
that gives freedom and license to the
supporting crew, bringing the story to
life via a myriad of animated antics.

Glenavon
Community Hub
"doing good stuff together!"

WE ARE HIRING!
Hub Co-ordinator
&
Hub Administrator

These are key roles to strengthen community
and growth in Glenavon and beyond.

Nice vivid landscapes against rich blue
skies top off the proceedings. This one I
think is an: 8.5/10
More reviews at:
bhb.nz/movie-reviews-with-geoff

DECEMBER & JANUARY
LIBRARY LINE-UP
Blockhouse Bay Library
Auckland
Libraries’
fun
Summer Reading Programme
Te Ara Poutama/Level Up
Beanstack challenge starts
on Monday 13 December and
runs until Friday 28 January.
There are two Level Up
challenges, one for children
aged 5-12 and one for teens
aged 13-18. Earn reading and activity badges during the school
holidays! Check it out at www.aucklandlibraries.beanstack.com or
ask your friendly library staff for more information.
How about trying our 3D printer! During higher Covid alert
levels, the 3D printer is self-service only, but we can give you
takeaway instructions on how to create your own 3D design
in Tinkercad and on how to prepare your design in Cura for
printing on the 3D printer.

For job descriptions please
visit our website at:

Send your CV & cover letter to
eva@glenavon.org.nz or
contact Eva on 021820677.

www.glenavon.org.nz
Applications close
3rd December 2021

We are expecting the Knitting Circle to restart in January,
dependent on Covid alert levels. The Knitting Circle runs every
Thursday from 1-3pm. Bring your own knitting needles and wool
and join other knitters in these informal knitting sessions. For
all levels. Experienced knitters are available to help if you are a
beginner. Ask us for more information.
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Quick crossword
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16

17
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Insert the missing letter to complete an
eight-letter word reading clockwise or
anticlockwise. Previous solution: DOCUMENT

Fill in the missing letter
to make an eight-letter
word which can read
either clockwise or
anticlockwise

Puzzles © The Puzzle Company
www.thepuzzlecompany.co.nz

WordBuilder

WordBuilder

How many words of three or more
letters, including plurals, can you
make from the six letters, using
each letter only once? No foreign
words or words beginning with
a capital are allowed. There's at
least one six-letter word.

V U D E R O

Good 14 VG 18 Excellent 22

WordWheel:
Sudoku

8 5 9
1
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1
2 7
8
2
5 4 6 2 3
9
5
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2
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1 5 9

L
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26
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I
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1
8
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9
7
6
3
5

M E

21

23

WordWheel
WordWheel
A
?
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2
9
6
4
3
5
8
7
1

www.ageconcernauckland.org.nz
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To find out more
call Jennie on
(09) 820 2714
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Visiting Service.
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Can you spare an hour a week
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3 4 2to1the
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MEDIUM

3

7

22. Position (6)
24. Rebuff (4)

Across: 7. Careless, 9. Useful, 10. Lilt, 11. Reasonable, 12. Chaste, 14.
Chuckled, 15. Fabled, 16. Gamble, 19. Fettered, 21. Uneasy, 23. Restricted, 24.
Scam, 25. Little, 26. Renounce.
Down: 1. Garish, 2. Deft, 3. Retrieve, 4. Sudoku, 5. Remarkable, 6. Bullseye, 8.
Snatch, 13. Substitute, 15. Frenetic, 17. Abundant, 18. Editor, 20. Ruined, 22.
Stance, 24. Snub.

Sudoku

2

LIGAMENT

Down
1. Tastelessly showy
(6)
2. Skilful (4)
3. Recover (8)
4. Number puzzle (6)
5. Extraordinary (10)
6. Dead centre (8)
8. Grab (6)
13. Replacement (10)
15. Frantic (8)
17. Plentiful (8)
18. Newspaper boss
(6)
20. Destroyed (6)

1

Derv, DEVOUR, doe,
doer, dour, dove, drove,
due, duo, euro, ode,
ore, our, over, red, redo,
rev, rod, rode, roe, rove,
roved, rude, rue, rued.

Across
7. Negligent (8)
9. Handy (6)
10. Cadence (4)
11. Rational (10)
12. Pure (6)
14. Laughed (8)
15. Legendary (6)
16. Wager (6)
19. Chained (8)
21. Anxious (6)
23. Limited (10)
24. Swindle (4)
25. Diminutive (6)
26. Give up, resign (8)
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Dentists:

Dr. Peter Raymond BDS
Dr. Haydn Gray BDS
Dr.
Neerajappointments
Anand DMD
Emergency
Dr. Jacy Lin BDS
Oral Health Therapists:
Rebecca, Kinjal and Kylie

Phone: 627-9970
www.bhbdental.co.nz

3A Heaphy Street (by the roundabout)
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Great North Gallery, finalist in Kūmara Awards
Placemaking Aotearoa’s Kūmara Awards
are awarded to celebrate incredible
placemaking happening across Aotearoa.
It is a community-driven showcase of
the outstanding placemaking projects
happening in our communities.
The awards take their name from the
whakatauki (Maori proverb) Kōre te
kūmara e kōrero ana mo tōna ake reka.

Awa Stories with EcoMatters.

Avondale Primary collab with Matt Miller.

Glenavon School photos by Libby Brown.

The kūmara does not brag about its own
sweetness… But others do!

people’s voice and culture to be amplified
and celebrated.

This year, Avondale’s Great North Gallery
was a finalist in the Awards.

These posters quietly and steadily
provide the community with inspiration
and build resilience for its voice to be
heard amongst ongoing changes in
Avondale.

Supported by Eke Panuku, the Great
North Gallery - twelve poster frames
along Great North Road in the heart
of Avondale - provides a platform for

Dayne Smith of I Love Avondale, resident
and advocate, curated the content for
the posters in the Great North Gallery.
The posters have displayed drone
footage of Avondale locations, people
of Avondale, Awa stories, the Whau art
festival, Estefania Lopez’s love letter to
Avondale and many more pieces of art.
Curator Dayne Smith uses the Great
North Gallery to showcase local people,
places, stories, and talent.
Once again, Avondale’s creative talent
shines through. Congratulations to all
involved.

Avondale Primary collab with Matt Miller.

